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Simplify Business Operations
With Less Hand-Offs

Adeptia’s platform enables all business functions to coordinate seamlessly and cohesively. Self-service
enables business users to take over complex integration roles while IT focuses on governance. IT teams get
user-friendly dashboards and configuration wizards for monitoring networks and avoiding breakdowns or
disruptions.
A single view of all systems helps IT to add, remove, or update technologies. Packaged applications can
be managed and governed centrally. Similarly, business users get the ability to create and manage data
connections. They can use prebuilt connection templates to build data connections with external partners,
go after new markets, grow revenue, and deliver a delightful experience.
Users can rely on self-service to speed up partner onboarding and deliver improved B2B data connectivity.
Business users can automate every step in the B2B process to build integrations in minutes instead of
months. Moving, transforming, and managing data becomes easy with a few simple clicks.
A single business application user interface enables consistent, efficient, and governed B2B data integration.
It allows enterprises to manage data publications in different systems and deliver it in a format that can be
consumed by the target application. In this way, a lineage of data can be cleansed and delivered consistently
for business-critical purposes. Businesses can collaborate faster, deliver services with ease, and realize
revenue faster.

Accelerate Customer
Implementation Speed
Integration projects take a long time to complete because of the sheer scope of design, programming
and testing effort required. Lengthy IT cycles to build integrations using traditional data integration toolkit
platforms hinder the pace of business. Modern B2B automation capabilities coupled with self service
and automated features, such as prebuilt connection templates, AI-based data mapping, speed up the
integration process, ultimately accelerating time-to-market.

KEY BENEFITS
OF SELF-SERVICE
INTEGRATION

Onboard Faster (Months to Minutes)

Delays in onboarding can be a dealbreaker for a customer, fueling frustration and forcing churn. Self-service
integration allows business users to establish data connections to improve customer data onboarding
speed. Instead of spending 8-12 weeks integrating customer data flows in and out of systems, users can
employ self-service to get this done in a matter of few minutes.

Improve Business & IT Productivity
Self-service integration allows business users to directly participate in designing and managing process
flows. Using automated features such as prebuilt connection templates, nifty dashboards, AI-based data
mapping, users can easily manage and monitor process execution with real-time visibility into process flows.
Additionally, users can create business tasks as distinct activities, orchestrate them into process flows, and
deploy them by attaching real-time triggers. And all this can be done without exhausting IT resources.
By enabling users to fulfill their own requests and configure complex processes as well as integrations while
empowering IT with greater security, governance, and control to minimize risk, companies can increase
business & IT productivity.

Delight Customers
Self-service solution helps organizations make a powerful first-impression on their customers and address
their ever-changing needs which, in turn,
•

Improves customer retention and customer satisfaction

•

Removes friction in customer data integration

•

Increases net promoter score (NPS)

As a result, companies increase customer delight while making a significant contribution to revenue and
profitability.

Become Easier To Do Business With
Companies can self-serve their integration needs by relying on a modern solution that includes a simple
user interface to manage all external connections and data interfaces. Intuitive, wizard-driven interface
empowers users to configure complex processes and integrations. Configuring solutions do not require
expertise in any programming language or standards like XML, Java, or Web Services. This unique advantage
allows enterprises to go after new customers more aggressively and grow revenue more quickly by
becoming easier to do business with.

Enable Digital Transformation
Self-service supports rapid integration while maintaining centralized governance and control. By enabling
the flexibility of integration to morph with changing needs of business, self-service helps organizations drive
digital transformation initiatives i.e. innovate faster, create personalized customer experiences, and deliver
actionable business insights without requiring expert IT resources to intervene.

ABOUT ADEPTIA
Adeptia software helps companies rapidly onboard customer and supplier data flows into multi-enterprise
business data ecosystems. Mid- and large-sized firms around the globe use Adeptia to provide self-service
applications for business users to quickly onboard and delight new customers without the weeks of
expensive coding, scripting, and mapping many firms otherwise incur. Become easy to do business with.
Reimagine your customer data integration and ecosystem.
To learn more about or see a demo of Adeptia’s self-service integration, visit www.adeptia.com
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